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Abstract. A magnetic domain wall (DW) behaves as a massive particle with
elasticity. Sliding and oscillation of the DW have been observed experimentally,
whereas vibration of a width in the DW, ”breathing mode”, has not been measured so
far. We theoretically propose how to observe the breathing mode by the Josephson
junction having a ferromagnetic layer between superconducting electrodes. The
current-voltage (I-V ) curve is calculated by an equivalent circuit of the resistively
shunted junction model. The breathing mode is identified by stepwise structures in
the I-V curve, which appear at the voltages V = n(~/2e)ω with the fundamental
constant ~/e, integer number n, and the frequency of the breathing mode ω.
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1. Introduction

A magnetic domain wall (DW) is a solitonic object which connects two stable

configurations of magnetizations. Many studies are devoted to control the DW due to

many advantages from an application viewpoint such as enhanced operation speed, low

power consumption, and high density integration of electronic devices [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Experimentally, it is shown that the DW behaves as a particle with

finite mass [3, 4] and is driven by an electric current [5, 6]. Oscillation of the DW confined

in a potential is studied experimentally [4, 7, 8, 9, 10] and theoretically [11, 12, 13, 14, 15].

In addition to the oscillation, a vibration of a width of the DW called “breathing mode” is

expected, since this solitonic object is composed of many electron spins. In the previous

theoretical studies [16, 17, 18, 19], the breathing mode induced by the electric current

has been discussed. A current-driven breathing mode is expected to be a microwave

source of wireless telecommunication devices [18, 19]. Experimentally, however, the

method to detect and measure the breathing mode of DW has not been established so

far.

Superconductors (SCs) provide many types of devices sensitive to an external

magnetic field and are used for precise measurement of voltage [20, 21]. Superconducting

quantum interference devices (SQUIDs) presently offer the highest sensitivity to a

magnetic field. The Josephson junction under irradiation of microwave provides a precise

value of voltage adopted to the voltage standard [22, 23]. In the latter case, the current-

voltage (I-V ) curve shows step structures at the voltage V = n(~/2e)f with microwave

frequency f , integer n, and the ratio of the Planck constant and the elementary charge

~/e. This structure called Shapiro step [24] determines the voltage in the order of 10−9

accuracy, since the frequency of microwave and the fundamental constants are measured

precisely [22, 23].

The Josephson junction composed of SCs and ferromagnet (FM) has been studied

by many authors (see Refs.[25, 26] as review). In a ferromagnetic Josephson junction

(FJJ), two superconducting electrodes are separated by a thin ferromagnetic layer. By

irradiation of microwave, the I-V curve of the FJJ shows resonances similar to the

Shapiro step [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. It is noted that the resonances appear at the

voltages V = n(~/2e)Ω with ferromagnetic resonance frequency Ω [27]. Hence, we can

see the magnetic response in the ferromagnet by the I-V curve of the FJJ [34, 35].

In this paper, we theoretically propose the method to observe the breathing mode

of the DW by the FJJ, which has a ferromagnetic layer with the DW between two SCs.

An equivalent circuit of resistively shunted junction (RSJ) model is used to calculate

the I-V curve. In §2, equations of motion for the DW and breathing mode of DW are

introduced. In §3, the equivalent circuit of RSJ model is derived by considering the DW

in the FJJ, and the I-V curve is numerically calculated. In addition to the breathing

mode, the oscillation of the DW is also examined. In §4, results are summarized.
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2. Oscillation and Breathing Mode of Magnetic Domain Wall

To determine the magnetic domain structure, the geometrical anisotropy is of crucial

importance. In this paper, we suppose permalloy for the FM and the junction system

with the condition Lx > Lz. In such a nano-wire structure of permalloy, the head-to-

head magnetic-domain-structure, which is schematically shown in Fig. 1, is stabilized

‡. By external stimuli, the DW shows a dynamics. In the one-dimensional model,
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Figure 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic figure of DW in the FM (rectangle). The red
arrows indicate the spatial dependence of the magnetization. A position of the DW is
denoted by X, and ϕ is the tilting angle of the magnetic moment at X from the easy
plane (x-z plane) to the hard axis (y axis). (b) Spatial dependence of magnetization
determined by an angle θ = cos−1 [tanh{(x − X)/λ}], which is the angle between the
magnetic moment and x axis.

the equation of motion of the DW trapped in pinning potential V ≡ βX2 is given

by [1, 2, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19],

dϕ

dt
+

α

λ

dX

dt
= −βX, (1)

dX

dt
− αλ

dϕ

dt
=

S

2~
λK⊥ sin 2ϕ, (2)

α
π2

12

dλ

dt
=

S

2~

{
J

λ
−

(
K + K⊥sin2ϕ

)
λ

}
, (3)

where X is the position of the DW with magnitude of spin S. The structure

of DW is determined by magnetic exchange energy J , easy-axis anisotropy K and

hard-axis one K⊥. Then, the one-dimensional DW with width λ is given by θ =

cos−1 [tanh{(x − X)/λ}] as a function of spatial coordinate x. To obtain the breathing

mode, the Gilbert damping constant α is necessary. Here, we note the following two

‡ As discussed in the next section, the magnetic flux is restricted in the junction area due to the
superconducting diamagnetic current. The hard axis is also brought about by such a junction geometry.
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limiting cases [13]; weak pinning case, V ¿ K⊥ and strong pinning case, V À K⊥. In

the former case, ϕ ∼ 0 and we obtain the equation of motion for X given by,

(1 + α2)
d2X

dt2
+ α

(
λβ +

S

~
K⊥

)
dX

dt
+ λβ

S

~
K⊥X = 0, (4)

where the DW is associated with an oscillating particle in the pinning potential [3, 4].

This case is relevant to our previous study [15]. On the other hand, in the latter case,

the DW is strongly confined around the potential-center (i.e., X ∼ 0) and the equation

of motion for ϕ is obtained as,

(1 + α2)
d2ϕ

dt2
+ α

(
λβ +

S

~
K⊥ cos 2ϕ

)
dϕ

dt
+ λβ

S

2~
K⊥ sin 2ϕ = 0. (5)

This results in a rotation or oscillation with respect to the easy-axis. Note that the

oscillation of ϕ induces the breathing mode due to Eq. (3) (See Refs. [16, 17, 18, 19]).

This naturally derived breathing of the DW has not been much discussed experimentally,

because of difficulty to build observation technique. In the next section, we propose a

method sensitive to the breathing mode of the DW.

3. Equivalent Circuit of RSJ Model with Magnetic Domain Wall

For a conventional Josephson junction, where two SCs are separated by a thin insulating

barrier, an equivalent circuit of Josephson junction with the bias current I (RSJ model)

is given by,

I =
V

R
+ IJ =

1

R

Φ0

2π

dφ

dt
+ Jc sin φ. (6)

Here, the Josephson relation dφ/dt = (2e/~)V and the flux quantum Φ0 ≡ h/2e are

used. In the RSJ model, the Josephson junction is associated with a parallel circuit

composed of a resistance R and a Josephson current IJ ≡ Jc sin φ with the Josephson

critical current Jc. Because of the gauge invariance in a magnetic field, the phase

difference φ gets the additional term 2πΦ/Φ0 as φ → φ + 2πΦ/Φ0, where Φ is the

magnetic flux through the junction (See Refs.[20, 21]).

We consider the FJJ with DW as shown in Fig. 2 (a) §. The interface is parallel

to the xz-plane with width Lx and height Lz. A dc bias current is applied in the y-

direction between the superconducting electrodes separated by depth Ly. The magnetic

flux densities B due to the DW is supposed as shown in Figs. 2 (b) and (c), where MS

is the saturation magnetization and x1 and x2 are both ends of the DW. Considering

the magnetic flux densities induced by the DW through the junction, IJ is given by,

IJ

Jc

=

(
1

2
+ x1

)
sin(πφx)

πφx

sin (φ − πφzλ)

+
sin (πφzλ)

πφz

sin (φ)

§ This simplified structure of DW captures its essential properties and does not change our conclusion.
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Figure 2. (Color online) (a) Schematic of an oscillating domain wall in a ferromagnetic
layer (FM) that separates two superconductors (SCs). Magnetic structure of the FM
is shown by the red arrows. A dc bias current I in the y-direction induces a time-
dependence of the Josephson phase φ. An ac bias current, which induces a breathing
mode and/or oscillation of DW is applied to the x-direction. (b) The x-component
and (c) the z-component of magnetic fields.

+

(
1

2
− x2

)
sin(πφx)

πφx

sin(φ + πφzλ) (7)

=

[
(1 − λ)

sin(πφx)

πφx

cos (πφzλ) +
sin (πφzλ)

πφz

]
sin (φ)

− 2x0
sin(πφx)

πφx

sin (πφzλ) cos (φ) , (8)

with φi ≡ Φi/Φ0 (i = x, z), and Φx ≡ LyLzMS, Φz ≡ LxLyMS [15]. The position of the

DW is scaled by Lx and x1, x2 ∈ [−1/2, 1/2] in units of Lx. In Eq. (7), the first and

third terms originate from Bx in the regions x ≤ x1 and x2 ≤ x, respectively, while the

second term is obtained by Bz [15, 20, 21]. In Eq. (8), (x1 +x2)/2 ≡ x0 and x2−x1 ≡ λ

are used. Note that Eq. (8) contains the term proportional to the cosine function,

whereas the critical current in the conventional Josephson junction is proportional to

the sinusoidal function with respect to the phase difference. The interference of two

contributions by the left and the right regions on both sides of the DW is the origin

of this term and hence its magnitude is determined by the position of the DW, x0.

Below, it is assumed that the width of the DW λ is smaller than Lx. In the case

without DW, i.e., λ = 0, the Josephson critical current depends on the magnetic field

in a similar way to the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern as, Jc sin(πφx)/(πφx). In another

case with λ = 1, Jc sin(πφz)/(πφz) is obtained. In both limits, Eq. (8) reproduces the

Fraunhofer diffraction pattern about the magnetic-field dependence on the Josephson

critical current.

We numerically solve the RSJ model with Eq. (8) and calculate the I-V curve

by V = (~/2e)〈dφ/dt〉 [20, 21]. The bracket means the time average, i.e., 〈dφ/dt〉 =

(1/T )
∫ T

0
dt(dφ/dt). We examine the following three cases: (i) The position of DW

is oscillating with a frequency ν, i.e. X = x0 + δx0 sin(νt) and λ = λ0 [15], namely

we assume the oscillation around x0 with an amplitude δx0. This emulates the weak
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pinning case, (see the discussions with Eq. (4)). (ii) The width of DW is vibrating with

a frequency ω, i.e., X = x0 and λ = λ0 + δλ sin(ωt), where λ0 is the mean width of the

DW and δλ (< λ0/2) is the amplitude of the vibration. This is the breathing mode and

is related to the strong pinning case (see the discussions with Eq. (5)). (iii) Both of X

and λ are time-dependent, i.e., X = x0 + δx0 sin(νt) and λ = λ0 + δλ sin(ωt)‖.
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Figure 3. (Color online) The I-V curves of the cases (i) X = x0 + δx0 sin(νt), λ = λ0

and the case (ii) X = x0, λ = λ0 + δλ sin(ωt) are shown by the broken (black) and
solid lines (red), respectively, for x0 = 0.05, δx0 = 0.1, λ0 = 0.2, δλ = 0.05, and
ντ0=ωτ0 = 0.05. Steps appear at V = m(~/2e)ν and V = n(~/2e)ω and with integer
m and n. Note the relation V/(JcR) = n(ωτ0) with (~/2e)(1/JcR) ≡ τ0.

In Fig. 3, the I-V curves of the cases (i) and (ii) are shown by the broken (black)

and solid (red) lines, respectively, for ντ0 = ωτ0 = 0.05 with τ0 ≡ (~/2e)(1/JcR). This

corresponds to a frequency ω = ν = 152 MHz for the parameters, Lx=500 nm, Ly=5

nm, Lz=200 nm, Jc=1 µA, R=1 Ω, MS=0.75 T, x0 = 0.05, δx0 = 0.1, λ0 = 0.2, and

δλ = 0.05. We find the step structures at V = m(~/2e)ν in the broken line (black)

and V = n(~/2e)ω in the solid line (red). Note that the step in the solid line (red)

is much more clear than that in the broken line (black), even though the magnitude

of δx0 = 0.1 is twice as that of δλ = 0.05. Therefore, our method is quite sensitive

to the breathing mode of the DW. Furthermore, our result relates V to ω (ν) with

the fundamental constant ~/e [38] ¶ and integer n. On the other hand, V is precisely

determined by the conventional Josephson junction in the order of 10−9 accuracy [22, 23].

The measurement on V determines ω precisely. In addition, the Josephson junction has

the highest sensitivity to a magnetic field in the order of femtotesla and the highest

speed of switching in the order of tens picosecond [20, 21]. Therefore, our method is a

powerful method to observe the breathing mode of the DW.

‖ References [16, 17, 18, 19] show the monochromatic oscillation of the DW by applying the electric
current. The oscillation will survive even if the Josephson current flows perpendicular to the applied
current, since the magnitude of Josephson current is two or three orders of magnitude smaller than the
applied one [4].
¶ Accuracy is in the order of 10−10, e.g., e=1.602 176 487(40)× 10−19C and ~=1.054 571 628(53)×
10−34J·s.
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Figure 4 shows a result of I-V curve for the case (iii) with ντ0 = 0.05 and

ωτ0 = 0.08+. Again, we find the step structures at V = n(~/2e)ω (due to the breathing
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Figure 4. (Color online) The I-V curves of the case (iii) X = x0 + δx0 sin(νt) and
λ = λ0 + δλ sin(ωt), for x0 = 0.05, δx0 = 0.1, λ0 = 0.2, δλ = 0.05, ντ0 = 0.05 and
ωτ0 = 0.08. The steps occur at V = (nω + mν)(~/2e) with integers n and m, and
the breathing mode is clearly found at the large steps noted by the arrows, which
correspond to V = nω(~/2e) with n=1, 2, and 3.

of the DW) and m(~/2e)ν (due to the oscillation of the position of the DW). However,

the number of steps is more than expected. For example, the step appears at V = 0.02,

0.06, and so on. These correspond to V = (~/2e)(nω + mν) with integers m and n:

Here, we consider the following term to elucidate the steps in the I-V curve,

sin(νt) sin(ωt) cos(φ), (9)

which is involved in Eq. (8). Because of this time-dependent term, the solution of Eq. (6)

with Eq.(8) contains the component given by,

φ = (
2e

~
)V t + A sin(ωt) + B sin(νt), (10)

where A and B are constants. Considering Eq. (10), we find that Eq. (9) is composed

of the following terms,

e±iφ±i(ω±ν)t =
∞∑

n,m=−∞

Jn (A) Jm (B) ei(2e/~)V t−inωt−imνt, (11)

where Jn(A) and Jm(B) are the Bessel functions of the first kind. The step structures

are associated with the dc component of IJ , which is given by taking the time average of

Eq. (8). Then, the constant term in Eq. (11), i.e., time-independent term, gives the step

structure in the I-V curve. Therefore, we find the condition (2e/~)V − nω − mν = 0

for the step structures. In particular, the steps appear at V = 0.02, and 0.06 for

(n,m)=(−1, 2), and (2,−1), respectively. Although the step structures due to the

oscillation and the breathing mode of the DW are mixed up in the I-V curve, the

+ Here, we examine more general case with ν 6= ω, although Eqs (1), (2) and (3) based on the one-
dimensional model result in ν = ω.
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breathing mode can be identified by the large steps even in the case (iii) as noted

by the arrows in Fig. 4.

4. Summary and Discussions

We have theoretically proposed how to observe the breathing mode of DW by the

Josephson junction having a ferromagnetic layer with the magnetic domain wall between

superconducting electrodes. The current-voltage (I-V ) curve is calculated by an

equivalent circuit of the resistively shunted junction model. The breathing mode

is identified by stepwise structures in the I-V curve, which appear at the voltages

V = n(~/2e)ω with the fundamental constant ~/e, integer number n, and the frequency

of the breathing mode ω. This is the most feasible method to observe the breathing

mode of the DW due to the sensitivity of the Josephson junction.

In principle, magnetic resonance methods are also possible to measure the breathing

mode. Owing to their low sensitivity, however, the resonance measurements need a

sample containing a number of DWs, and furthermore those DWs need to vibrate

collectively. Although such a measurement is realized in the Skyrmion lattice [39, 40], in

which the rotational and the breathing modes are observed, it has not been done on the

breathing mode of the DW so far. On the other hand, our method is accessible to the

breathing mode of a single DW due to the sensitivity of the Josephson junction [20, 21].
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